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a b s t r a c t 

In the last 15 years we have seen, as a response to power and thermal limits for current chip technologies, 

an explosion in the use of multiple and even many computer cores on a single chip. But now, to further 

improve performance and energy efficiency, when there are potentially hundreds of computing cores on 

a chip, we see a need for a specialization of individual cores and the development of heterogeneous 

manycore computer architectures. 

However, developing such heterogeneous architectures is a significant challenge. Therefore, we propose 

a design method to generate domain specific manycore architectures based on RISC-V instruction set 

architecture and automate the main steps of this method with software tools. The design method allows 

generation of manycore architectures with different configurations including core augmentation through 

instruction extensions and custom accelerators. The method starts from developing applications in a high- 

level dataflow language and ends by generating synthesizable Verilog code and cycle accurate emulator 

for the generated architecture. 

We evaluate the design method and the software tools by generating several architectures specialized 

for two different applications and measure their performance and hardware resource usages. Our re- 

sults show that the design method can be used to generate specialized manycore architectures targeting 

applications from different domains. The specialized architectures show at least 3 to 4 times better per- 

formance than the general purpose counterparts. In certain cases, replacing general purpose components 

with specialized components saves hardware resources. Automating the method increases the speed of 

architecture development and facilitates the design space exploration of manycore architectures. 

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Applications of today such as audio/vision processing, wireless

ommunication and machine learning, process massive amount of

ata produced by all kinds of sensors. These applications require

igh computation power in order to provide results in a reasonable

mount of time. The demand for higher performance has always

een there through the history of the microprocessors. One major

olution to the continuous demand for higher computation power

as been the technology development. It enables higher chip den-

ities and higher clock rates to provide higher computation power.

s a consequence of higher density and clock rates, the power con-

umption increases, which causes higher chip temperatures. How-
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ver there are thermal limitations to the chip temperature [1] .

hese limitations have led the industry to processors with lower

lock rates and higher numbers of cores, which can run in parallel.

ventually, parallelism has become the key to greater performance.

Initially, multicore/manycore architectures were produced by 

sing several identical cores on the same die. As the design space

s explored, it is realized that heterogeneous architectures, con-

isting of different(specialized) types of cores, have the potential

o provide higher performance than the homogeneous counter-

arts [2–5] . Our results confirm this statement. 

The complexity of the architectures grow as the performance

nd power requirements push them towards parallelism and het-

rogeneity. As a result, the difficulty of designing and programming

hese architectures increases. The hardware architects need to de-

ign each specialized core separately instead of creating identical

opies of a core. Memory coherence, accesses and on-chip com-
nder the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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munications might also become more complicated due to having

cores with different characteristics [5] . On the software side, the

architects need to know all the details about parallel programming

and the target architecture to be able to develop efficient applica-

tions. 

In addition to the challenges in designing heterogeneous many-

core architectures, verification and manufacturing costs are signifi-

cant obstacles in exploring the design space of these architectures.

There are simulators such as HP-Labs COTson [6] , Gem5 [7] , and

SimFlex [8] , which provide full system simulations to overcome

these obstacles and evaluate architectures with different configu-

rations. However, based on the system size, the simulation times

can be dramatically long [9] . Additionally, with the simulators, one

cannot collect data on hardware resource usage and the maximum

clock rate that can be achieved by the architecture. 

In a prior study [10] , we proposed a design method to de-

velop specialized single core architectures with RISC-V cores di-

rectly from dataflow applications. The method consisted of 4 steps,

however, only the first 3 steps were implemented. In the first step

the application is developed in a high level dataflow language ( CAL
actor language [11] ) that supports application development with

different models of computation including Kahn Process Network

(KPN) [12] , Synchronous Dataflow (SDF) [13] , Dataflow Process Net-

works (DPN) [14] , and Cyclo-Static Dataflow (CSDF) [15] . This ap-

plication is fed to software tools (TURNUS [16] and Cal2Many [17] )

in the second step where the compute intensive parts (hot-spots)

of the application are identified and converted into hardware ac-

celerators implemented in Chisel language [18] . This language is

a hardware description language based on Scala . The rest of the

application is converted into software code that can be compiled

for the target architecture. In the third step, the hardware acceler-

ators are integrated to a RISC-V core that is configurable and a sin-

gle core system is generated with another tool (rocket chip genera-

tor [19] ). We developed a hardware library for basic floating-point

operations and complex number arithmetic as well as some soft-

ware tools and combined them with existing open source tools to

automate the steps of the design method. 

In this study we complete the design method by implementing

the fourth step, which is connecting multiple heterogeneous cores

to each other with a 2 dimensional mesh network-on-chip (NoC).

That is, the design method still starts from developing the applica-

tion in CAL actor language and now ends with generating many-

core architectures consisting of a 2D mesh NoC and RISC-V cores

with scratchpad memories and different accelerators in the form

of instruction extensions targeting hot-spots of the application. The

NoC router is developed in VHDL and Chisel languages sepa-

rately. The details and comparison of the implementations, perfor-

mance analysis, area usage on FGPA, and comparison to other stud-

ies are given in [20] . In this paper, we extend the rocket chip gen-

erator by integrating this router. We develop a new hardware/soft-

ware code generation back-end to support generation of parallel C
code and multiple accelerators. Additionally, we add a communica-

tion mechanism to the software generation to support core-to-core

communication. Finally, we evaluate the complete design method. 

We used two case studies in order to test and evaluate the de-

sign method, the tools, and the generated hardware & software

implementations. We generated architectures with different con-

figurations (targeting the chosen applications) within these case

studies. The applications are executed on cycle accurate, full sys-

tem emulators generated by the rocket chip generator to collect

the performance results. The rocket chip generator generates syn-

thesizable verilog code as well. We synthesize this verilog code on

a Xilinx Ultrascale FPGA to collect area and timing results. 

The first case study implements the autofocus criterion calcu-

lation, which is a key component of synthetic aperture radar sys-

tems [21] . In our previous work, we have implemented this case
tudy in a sequential manner and executed on a single core. In

his study, we implement two different parallel versions of it and

un on 2 cores and 13 cores separately. The performance results of

his study are compared to the results from Ul-Abdin et al. [21] ,

hlander et al. [22] in which the application is executed on com-

ercial architectures. 

The second case study is the first convolution layer of

oogLeNet [23] as a proof of concept to demonstrate that the de-

ign method can be used for generating architectures targeting the

achine learning domain. This case study is first executed on a

ingle core architecture, then on 4 and 5 core architectures with

ccelerators. The other layers can be mapped on additional cores

o have a manycore architecture that can execute the whole ap-

lication. We used on-chip memory to store the data for the first

ayer, however, the memory requirements of the whole application

ill lead to the use of external memory, which might harm the

verall performance. 

The contributions of this study can be summarized as: 

• The design method that is proposed in our previous

study [10] is extended to generate manycore architectures

by integration of a two dimensional mesh NoC router to the

tool chain. 

• The hardware library that is used while generating hardware

accelerators is extended with a hardware block that performs

7 × 7 convolution. 

• A new back-end for hardware & software code generation is de-

veloped within the Cal2Many framework, in order to support 

• parallel code generation for multiple cores 

• generation of multiple accelerators per core 

• on-chip communication 

• placement of code and data on the local memory of the cor-

responding cores 

• large data transfers to the accelerators via direct memory

connections 

• The tools and the generated architectures are evaluated with

two different case studies from different domains. 

• The performance of the generated architectures are compared

with the performance of commercial architectures. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 the

elated works are presented. Section 3 describes the step-by-step

ealization of the design method. Section 4 provides description of

he case studies and details of the implementations. The results of

he case studies follow in Section 5 . In the same section, the results

re discussed. Finally in Section 6 , the study is concluded. 

. Related works 

There are a limited number of other studies performing hard-

are/software co-design, using frameworks to provide resource us-

ge and timing results, and generate synthesizable hardware im-

lementations. 

SystemCoDesigner [24] is an electronic system level (ESL) de-

ign tool that supports hardware/software co-design of manycore

rchitectures for streaming applications based on actor models. It

akes SystemC implementations and generates hardware and soft-

are code and performs automatic design space exploration re-

arding what part of the SystemC implementation will be con-

erted into hardware and what part into software. In our method,

e take this decision during the analysis step right after develop-

ng the application. Additionally, our tools support different design

ptions regarding the network-on-chip, memory, and core. This

ool uses MicroBlaze softcore processors to execute the software

ode whereas our tools use rocket core based on RISC-V. It addi-

ionally uses a commercial tool, Forte’s Cynthesizer [25] , to gener-
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Fig. 1. The realization of the design method including the tools and their inputs 

and outputs. 
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te the hardware code. We develop the hardware code generation

ool within this study and all our tools are open source. 

McPat [26] is a framework that models power, area and timing

f multicore/manycore processors. This framework supports differ-

nt cache models, NoCs and cores available in 2009 such as Sun

iagara and Intel Nehalem. The framework does not provide per-

ormance results but an XML interface for the performance tools. It

oes not provide any register-transfer-level (RTL) implementation

r any other synthesizable output. 

OpenPiton [27] is an open source framework for building scal-

ble architectures from single core to manycores. It utilizes SPARC

9 ISA with a distributed cache coherence protocol and three 2D

esh NoCs. The framework supports FPGA and ASIC synthesis

owever, in contrast to the tools in our design method, there is

o support for scratchpads or instruction extensions (custom hard-

are accelerators) and the configuration for the cache sizes is lim-

ted to two. 

OpenSoC System Architect [28] is another framework that aims

o build scalable architectures and synthesize them on ASICs or

PGAs. This framework utilizes Chisel language and rocket chip

enerator and supports RISC-V cores and instruction extensions.

dditionally, it uses OpenSoC Fabric system-on-chip interconnec-

ion and routing framework [29] to generate manycore architec-

ures. The framework provides testbenches and verification tools.

ur design method and this framework both use the rocket chip

enerator tool and therefore have similarities in case of the gen-

rated cores. Both frameworks generate rocket cores [30] and sup-

ort instruction extensions and all the configurations supported by

he rocket chip generator. However, our design method starts by

pplication development in a high level language that increases

he abstraction level and facilitates the application development.

dditionally it includes application profiling for hot-spot identifi-

ation and automatically generating the custom hardware acceler-

tors whereas in the OpenSoC framework the accelerators must be

dentified and implemented manually by the developer. 

Opencelerity [31] is an accelerator-centric system-on-chip (SoC)

esign based on a combination of 3 tiers namely general purpose,

anycore and specialization tiers. This SoC uses rocket cores and

oCC [32] interfaces as in the architectures generated by our de-

ign tools. The first tier consists of 5 rocket cores capable of run-

ing Linux, whereas 506 smaller RISC-V cores reside in tier 2, and

ccelerators in tier 3. The accelerators are generated using SystemC

nd high-level synthesis tools. The accelerators and the cores are

laced in different tiers and all cores share the accelerator tier. In

ontrast, we generate the accelerators automatically from the CAL
anguage and each core can have its own tightly-coupled acceler-

tors, making the accelerator an instruction extension to the core.

dditionally, our design method starts with application develop-

ent and uses application requirements to configure the architec-

ure in terms of the number of cores, memory size, accelerator

ypes, however, Opencelerity is a single architecture with a con-

gurable accelerator tier. 

Hussain et al. [33] proposes an architecture with a RISC core

nd multiple different accelerators similar to Opencelerity. How-

ver, they use a single core and connect it to the accelerators with

 network-on-chip. This allows the accelerators to have access to

ach other and to the RISC core, which means an accelerator can

e shared. Our current tools do not allow connecting an accelera-

or to the network but to the core directly. Therefore, the acceler-

tors are not shared. We see the impact of this fact in our second

ase study. However, this support can be added to the rocket chip

enerator by extending it. 
3

 

a  
. Design method 

In order to find the most suitable architecture for the applica-

ion in hand, one needs to execute the application on different ar-

hitectures and compare them. Instead of going through this effort,

e propose developing a specific architecture, which shows better

erformance than the general purpose counterparts, for the appli-

ation by augmenting base cores with custom accelerators target-

ng hot-spots of the application. However, developing an architec-

ure manually from scratch is a great challenge. Therefore, we use

pen source rocket chip generator for generating the architecture.

e integrate the accelerators and a 2D mesh NoC to this gener-

tor to support generation of application specific manycore archi-

ectures. This process is divided into 4 main steps as follows: 

1. Application development 

2. Analysis and code generation 

3. Accelerator integration 

4. System integration 

The steps of the realization of the design method are illustrated

n Fig. 1 together with the tools and their inputs and outputs. The

eneric description of all the steps and the realization of the first

 steps are given in our previous study [10] . Still, we will give a

ummary of these steps together with the changes and additions

e have done within this study and focus on the realization of the

ystem integration step. 

.1. Application development 

In the application development step the developer writes the

pplication code to be fed to the analysis and code generation
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Fig. 2. Bottleneck analysis of an actor with 5 actions, performing the first layer of the GoogLeNet (provided by TURNUS). 
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tools. In the realization of this step we chose the CAL actor lan-

guage [11] due to its support for parallelism, simplicity, and suit-

able software tools. A CAL program consists of actors, which are

stateful operators. Actors have ports to communicate with each

other and actions for computations. The actions are the code

blocks that can change the state of the actor, consume inputs, per-

form computation and produce outputs. The actions can be fired

based on the state of the actor and availability or value of the in-

put data. Actors may build a network when several of them are

connected to each other. 

The number of cores in the generated architecture is deter-

mined based on the number of the actors implemented in this

step. The Cal2Many framework supports composition and splitting

of actors, however, we do not use this feature of the framework in

this study. In certain applications the compute intensive parts may

not be obvious. The developer can combine or split certain actions

to have a visible compute intensive action that can be converted

into hardware accelerator. 

3.2. Analysis and code generation 

In the analysis and code generation step we utilize two different

software tools namely TURNUS [16] and Cal2Many [17] for profiling

and code generation respectively. TURNUS analyzes the CAL appli-

cation and provides information such as how many times each ac-

tion is executed (firing rates), the number of executed operations,

the number of communication tokens consumed and produced,

and communication buffer utilization. It allows setting weights

manually for each operation (both memory and arithmetic). In our

case studies, we use the number of cycles taken by each operation

on the target (rocket) core as the operation’s weight. By combining

the weights with the firing rates of the actions and the number

of the executed operations, TURNUS provides a bottleneck analy-

sis of the CAL application with respect to the model of the target

core. In this analysis, compute intensive (or bottleneck) actions are

exposed. Fig. 2 presents the bottleneck analysis for the convolution

case study. The weight given in the figure is a product of operation

weights, number of executed operations and number of the firings.

It is clearly visible that the applyFilter action is the compute inten-

sive part (or the bottleneck) of the actor with almost 50% of all

the weights. The framework executes the application to collect the

bottleneck analysis data. 

Once the compute intensive action(s) of the application is iden-

tified, a prefix ( __acc__ ) needs to be added to its name for it to be

recognized by the code generation tool, Cal2Many. This tool takes

a CAL application and generates target specific code depending on

the chosen back-end. There are several back-ends generating se-

quential C , parallel C for Epiphany architecture [34] , aJava and

aStruct languages for Ambric architecture [35] , Scala subset

for ePuma architecture [36] , and a combination of C and Chisel
languages for single rocket core architectures with accelerators.

Within this study we have developed a new back-end to support
ombination of parallel C and Chisel languages for architectures

ith many rocket cores that can have a single or multiple acceler-

tors. The actions with the __acc__ prefix in their names are con-

erted into hardware blocks with the help of a hardware library in

hisel language. The hardware library consists of basic floating-

oint operations, complex operations, and 7 × 7 convolution that

s added within this study. This library is enough to generate any

ccelerator that performs the arithmetic operations on integers,

oating-point numbers and complex numbers. The back-end is ca-

able of generating the hardware for the data-path automatically,

owever, it does not support converting loops into hardware yet.

he rest of the application is converted to C that can be compiled

or the RISC-V core. The C code includes a communication mecha-

ism for core-to-core communication and custom instruction calls

o interact with the accelerator(s). 

The new back-end generates a C and a header file for each ac-

or along with a single main C file. All of these files are compiled

nd linked together. The main file includes a function to synchro-

ize the cores and another function to call the entry (scheduler)

unctions of each actor to be executed on the corresponding core

ased on the core id. The latter function for a 5 core implemen-

ation is presented in Listing 1 ( splitter, convR, convG, convB, and

ombiner are separate CAL actors converted into C files). This func-

ion is where the mapping of actors onto cores is performed. Each

ctor must be mapped onto the core that is generated for it. For in-

tance, the convR() function, that is seen in the listing, makes use

f an accelerator. Therefore it must be executed by a core that has

he accelerator. The entry function is executed on all cores, how-

ver, based on the core id, each core executes a different part of it

s seen in the switch statement. 

The code examples in Listing 2 , 3 and 4 show an example of

onverting a CAL action into C code with and without using accel-

rators. Listing 2 presents the original CAL action to be converted

nto C . (This action differs from the one in Fig. 11 .) The C code in

isting 3 makes use of the accelerator that performs the computa-

ions (applying the filter to an image). The C code copies the input

ata into the source registers of the custom instruction that is for-

arded to the accelerator, uses a macro to execute this instruction,

nd copies the result from the accelerator into a global variable.

isting 4 shows the version of the C code that does not use an ac-

elerator but perform the operations locally. Both in CAL and in C
ode, there are global variables declared outside the scope of the

ode snippets. 

The core-to-core communication mechanism is implemented

ith flags ( ready & valid ) and FIFO buffers to create unidirectional

irtual channels between the connected cores. Fig. 3 illustrates

wo cores with two virtual channels directed to opposite direc-

ions. Core1 sends data to core2 through channel-1 whereas core2

ends data to core1 through channel-2 . One such channel is gen-

rated for each connection between the CAL actors. The mech-

nism utilizes only write accesses through the network-on-chip

nd read accesses only to the local memory. This is due to the
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Listing 1. The main function that is executed on all cores. 

Listing 2. An example CAL action that applies a filter to a patch of an image. 

Listing 3. The generated C code that uses accelerator. 

r  

t  

1  

i  

r  

b  

t  

i  

n  

t  

t  

p

ead accesses being more expensive than the write accesses on

he NoC in terms of clock cycles. Initially, supported buffer size is

 word that can be of any variable type. The current buffer size

s enough for our case studies, however, future applications may

equire larger buffers. Then, the communication mechanism can

e extended. We used generic communication mechanisms [37,38] ,
hat support variable buffer sizes, with the Epiphany architecture

n prior studies [39,40] . However, these mechanisms added a sig-

ificant overhead to the communication time, and consequently

o the overall execution time. Therefore, we keep the communica-

ion mechanism, that is developed within this study, as simple as

ossible. 
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Listing 4. The generated C code that does not use any accelerator. 

Fig. 3. Two cores connected to each other with two unidirectional virtual channels. 
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During the code generation each actor is mapped onto a dif-

ferent core making the number of cores equal to the number of

actors. However, the Cal2Many framework supports split and com-

bination of the CAL actors [41] . Thus, the actors do not need to

be mapped on individual cores. The new hybrid back-end does not

make use of this feature yet. However, for the future applications,

this feature can be embedded into the new back-end. 

The data and the code are placed in the local memory of the

mapped core with the help of section attribute of the compiler (gcc

for RISC-V). The linker description must define the necessary sec-

tions, which are used with the section attribute. The code snippet

in Listing 5 shows how the section attribute is used with a label

that is defined in the linker description, given in Listing 6 . Despite

having a single binary file after linking all the C files together,

data and code of each actor is stored in the corresponding cores

memory. The section attribute combined with the aforementioned

switch statements allows each core to read the instructions and the

data of the matching actor from their own local memory. 

3.3. Accelerator integration 

We use the rocket custom co-processor (RoCC) [32] interface

within the rocket chip generator to connect the generated hard-

ware accelerators to the rocket core that executes RISC-V instruc-

tion set. The interface comes with the rocket chip generator and

consumes negligible amount of resources. The rocket core is an in-

order scalar processor featuring a five-stage pipeline and an inte-

ger ALU. The rocket chip generator can generate systems-on-chip

with different configurations such as number of cores, availability

of the FPU, availability of accelerators, data memory type (cache

or scratchpad), and size of data and instruction memories. The ac-

celerators are integrated into the rocket chip generator where they

can be instantiated and bound to a core. 

The integration of an accelerator is shown in Listing 7 with a

simple example. The generated accelerator is a Chisel module

called acc . This module is instantiated in a class ( AccModule ) that
Listing 5. Variable declarations w
xtends the RoCC interface ( LazyRoCCModule ). The connections be-

ween the core and the accelerator are established in the AccMod-

le class, through the io bundle that consists of several signals for

equests from the core and responses from the accelerator. 

The instantiation of the AccModule and binding to a custom in-

truction is performed during instantiation and configuration of a

ore in the system configurations of the rocket chip generator. The

ode example in Listing 8 shows an example of instantiating an

ccelerator that is bound to custom instruction 0. 

Through the RoCC interface the hardware accelerators become

n extension to the instruction set. The accelerators can be fired

ith a single instruction call. Based on a bit field in the instruction,

he core may or may not halt until the accelerator returns a result.

n our implementations we halt the cores while the accelerators

erform a computation. 

The accelerators have direct access to the local data memory

hrough the RoCC interface. In our previous study [10] there was

o need to transfer large amounts of data to the accelerators.

herefore the memory connections were not used. However, in

his study, the convolution case study requires large amounts of

ata to be transferred to the accelerator (in the form of arrays in

he software code). In order to support the large data transfer we

odified the code generation. Previously, all of the data would be

ransferred with instruction calls (by providing the source registers

n the instruction). Now our back-end supports two types of data

ransfer. If the data to be transferred is not an array it is still trans-

erred through instructions calls. However, if the data is an array,

he address and the size of the array are transferred to the accel-

rator with a single instruction call. 

The code snippet in Listing 9 shows how the accesses to the

emory are performed within the extended RoCC interface. The

ccesses can be performed in the accelerator as well, if the io sig-

al are forwarded to the accelerator. The upper part of the code

hows a read request to the memory and the lower part shows

ow the response from the memory is read. 

It is required to create a Chisel class in rocket chip generator

hat extends the RoCC interface to instantiate the accelerator and

onnect the accelerator to the interface. However, if necessary, it

an be extended to read the instruction and the source registers

rom the core, store the input data, access the memory, provide

nputs to the accelerator, fire the accelerator and read the outputs.

he task of extending the RoCC interface is not automated yet. This

ask needs to be done once for each accelerator. There is no lim-

tation on the number of classes extending the interface. These

lasses can be re-used to instantiate and connect the accelerator

o a core while generating an architecture. 
ithin the memory of core1. 
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Listing 6. Address setting for the memory of core1 in the linker description. 

Listing 7. Integrating the accelerator into the rocket chip generator by extending the RoCC interface. 

Listing 8. The instantiation of an accelerator that is bound to a custom instruction. 

Listing 9. Memory connections in the extended RoCC interface. 
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.4. System integration 

The result of the first three steps of the design method is appli-

ation specific tiles with core and accelerators. In this fourth step,

e connect the tiles with a network-on-chip to generate applica-

ion/domain specific manycore architectures. 

.4.1. Network-on-Chip 

The rocket chip generator supports a crossbar network by de-

ault. However, this topology does not scale well [42] , especially

hen the number of the cores reach to hundreds. Since every core
s connected to every other core, the cost of wires and routing

omponents increases exponentially when the number of cores is

ncreased. Additionally, the length of wires may contribute to the

ritical path and decrease the maximum clock frequency of the

rchitecture. Therefore, we implemented a new scalable network-

n-chip [20] in Chisel and integrated it to the rocket chip gen-

rator. Inspired by the Epiphany architecture, which we evaluated

n our prior studies [39,40] , we chose the two dimensional mesh

etwork-on-chip with XY routing for the on-chip communication.

his network topology is highly regular, scales well (the cost of

ires and network routers increases linearly with the number of
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Fig. 4. The signals between the rocket core and the network interface. Request and 

response consist of several signals each. 
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cores), and can be made deadlock free with the XY routing pro-

tocol [42] . The wire connections are to the nearest neighbour.

Therefore, the wire delay does not increase with the number of

routers. Additionally, since the connections are regular, they can be

implemented with loops in the hardware description language. In

this topology, the same router is instantiated for all network sizes.

The routing decision is distributed, hence there is no central deci-

sion point that could be a bottleneck. 

3.4.2. Integration of the NoC to the rocket chip generator 

By default, the rocket chip generator generates separate instruc-

tion and data caches for the rocket core. The core is connected to a

memory module that takes care of routing the memory accesses to

the local memory (data cache) or to the other components through

the crossbar network. The address space is shared by all the cores

and other components in the architecture. The default local mem-

ory type is cache, however for the data storage we use scratchpad

memories in order to avoid dealing with cache coherence, which is

highly challenging to maintain while dealing with many cores [43] .

Additionally, scratchpads allow a simpler interface to the network

and avoid other complexities introduced by the caches. The in-

struction cache remains untouched as it is not possible to replace

or remove it from the rocket chip generator. We name the combi-

nation of core, memory and/or accelerator as ‘tile’ as seen in Fig. 5 .
Fig. 5. The structure of a generated tile before (left) 
In order to integrate the mesh network to the rocket chip gen-

rator, we performed the following steps including the modifica-

ions to the rocket chip generator: 

1. Implementation of our NoC router in Chisel . 
2. Implementation of an interface between the core and the mem-

ory. This interface forwards the local memory accesses to the

memory module and the global memory accesses to the router.

The interface can be seen as the ‘NoC Interface’ in Fig. 5 . 

3. Generation of a router per tile if the number of tiles is greater

than 1. 

4. Generation of connections between tiles and routers. The

routers get connected to the interfaces developed in the second

step. 

5. Generation of connections between the routers. 

The details of the first step are given in [20] . The connections

etween the core and the memory module are defined in a class

alled HellaCacheIO . This class consists of request, response, inter-

upt, and additional control signals. The network interface uses this

lass of signals to communicate with both the core and the mem-

ry. The connections between the core and the memory (utilizing

he HellaCacheIO signals) are shown in Fig. 4 . The request signals

re address, data, request type, data size, and return register. The

esponse signals cover the request signals together with a few ad-

itional signals to indicate if the response has data, if the response

s after a cache miss, etc. 

The interface controls the address data on each memory request

rom the core to forward the request either to the local memory

r to the network. If the request is to the local memory, the sig-

als from the core are directly forwarded to the memory mod-

le, without any modification. However, if the request is to a re-

ote memory, the request signals are converted into a network

acket and forwarded to the router. If the request is to an address

hat is not a local memory of any core, then it is forwarded to

 specific core (core0 in the current implementation). On the re-

eiving side, the network interface receives the request from the

outer and converts it into the HellaCacheIO signals and sends to

he memory. The network interface requires the dimensions of the

esh and the size of the local memories (scratchpads) to gener-

te the destination coordinates from the address and prepare the

etwork packets. The interface arbitrates the memory access be-

ween the core and the router in a Round-Robin fashion. The same

ethod is used (between the core and the memory) for accesses

o the router. If an interface receives a request from the router and

he local memory is not ready yet, it stores the request until the

emory is ready. Similarly, if the local memory returns a response

o a request, which came from a remote core, and the router is
and after (right) integrating the 2D mesh NoC. 
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Listing 10. Connections between the routers and the tiles. 
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ot ready, the response is stored in the interface until the router

ecomes ready. The interface stores only a single request on each

irection. If there is already a pending request in the interface, the

equester does not see the ready flag that indicates the interface is

ot ready. Hence the requester waits for the ready flag. 

A write request from core to the memory is sent in two cy-

les. During the first cycles, the control signals are sent and dur-

ng the next cycle the data is sent. However, the NoC router re-

uires all of the signals in one cycle. Therefore the interface stores

he control signals for a cycle and combines with the data before

ending to the router. This raises an issue because the NoC router

equires 4 cycles between two consecutive requests, which means

ither the core needs to check if the router is ready to send a re-

uest or simply do not send another request for the next 4 cycles.

therwise, the router will just discard the request and the core

ill not know about it. The first option is not possible because the

outer needs the whole network packet to determine if it is ready

ut the core first sends the control signals only and then the data

ignal if the router is ready. (The NoC router uses the AMBA pro-

ocol [44] for the ready and valid signals.) Therefore, the interface

esets the ready signal to the core for 4 cycles after each request

o stop the core to send any new requests until the router is ready.

The signals between the interface and the router consist of

eady (1 bit), valid (1 bit), and data (128 bits) signals. The data

ignal includes the control signals as well as the actual data.

isting 10 shows how these signals are connected between the

outers and the tiles that include the interface. In this code snip-

et, where outer is the list of tiles and router is the list of routers,

ne can see the usage of functional programming. 

Fig. 5 shows the changes in the tile after integrating the 2D-

esh NoC. After these changes, the memory accesses with local

ddresses are forwarded to the local memory whereas the rest of

he accesses are forwarded to the network. 

In the third step of the integration, we set the number of rows

nd number of columns for the network, in the rocket chip gener-

tor, and generate the routers. The row and column sizes must be

rovided to the interface as well, for destination coordinate calcu-

ation. During the fourth step, we remove the connections between

he core and the memory module, connect the core to the interface

n the RocketTile.scala file, and connect the interface to the routers

n the RocketSubsystem.scala as seen in Listing 10 . Finally, based on

he number of rows, columns and core ids, we connect the routers

o each other (wMesh and rMesh networks) to form the 2 dimen-

ional mesh. First the horizontal connections and then the vertical

onnections are done in loops. 

After the integration of the 2D-mesh NoC, generating manycore

rchitectures can be performed by setting the configurations in the

enerator. It is possible to generate a matrix of cores with arbi-

t

rary dimensions. The structure of the cores does not have to be a

ull matrix however due to the XY routing protocol the routers are

enerated in a complete mesh structure. 

The crossbar network is partially removed from the generator,

owever a part of it still remains as the instructions are moved to

he instruction cache through this network after the boot-up pro-

ess. Additionally, during the boot-up, the cores access the compo-

ents such as the boot-ROM and the debug-ROM, which are on the

hared address space, through the crossbar network. These compo-

ents are not connected to the 2D mesh NoC that we integrated.

herefore, in order to access these components we keep the cross-

ar network between a core ( core0 ) and these components. All

ther cores access these components through core0 . In the fu-

ure, those components might be connected to the 2D mesh net-

ork with proper interfaces. 

.5. Future automation directions 

Being a first proof of concept, the design process still has a few

anual tasks, which are necessary to generate an architecture and

xecute applications. These tasks are as follows: 

• The instantiation and configuration of the cores within a new

Chisel class that extends the configuration class within the

rocket chip generator. The configurations include memory types

and sizes, availability of FPU and accelerators, and many other

details regarding the caches, memory lanes and other compo-

nents. 

• Configuration of the NoC interface, including setting the row

and column sizes of the mesh network and the scratchpad

memory size. By default this size is assumed to be the same

for every core in the mesh. However, this can be configured. 

In order to execute an application in a bare metal fashion on

he generated emulators, the following steps are required: 

• Development of new linker description for each different ar-

chitecture. The code generation uses section attribute with the

section names for each core. Hence, these names should be de-

fined in the new linker description. 

• Development of new start-up code if the number of the cores

and the memory sizes change. 

The configuration classes, linker description, and the start-up

ode can be generated automatically with an extension to the

al2Many framework whereas for the NoC interface configuration,

ne may need to edit the interface to retrieve the configuration

ata from the configuration class. Nonetheless, the productivity of

he developers will increase further with the automation of these

asks. 
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Fig. 6. The dataflow implementation of the autofocus criterion calculation. 
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4. Case studies 

We have implemented two case studies to evaluate the design

method, the software tools and the generated architectures. The

case studies are a proof of concept to show that the design method

works for different application domains. The first case study is dif-

ferent parallel versions of the autofocus criterion calculation [21] .

The first version runs on a single core, the second version runs on

2 cores and the third version runs on 13 cores. The second case

study is the first convolution layer of GoogLeNet [23] on 1, 4 and

5 cores. The main goal of this case study is not to achieve world

leading performance, but to prove that the method can be used to

improve the performance of the base, general purpose core. The

applications are developed in CAL actor language and analyzed

with TURNUS. 

We did not need any constraints while designing the architec-

tures in the case studies. Therefore, it was not needed to explore

different configurations for the same CAL implementation. How-

ever, our Cal2Many framework supports fusion and fission of ac-

tors [41] . This allows the developers to map more than one actor

on one core if they want to limit the number of the cores. Addi-

tionally, the developers can split a large actor into multiple cores

if they want to limit the size of the memory on each core. 

In the rest of this section, we will first provide the details of

the implementations, followed by the practical details, to be able

to generate the architectures and execute the implementations on

them. 

4.1. Autofocus criterion calculation 

This application is a part of synthetic aperture radar sys-

tems [45] . These systems are usually mounted on flying platforms,

where they use the motion of the platform over a target region

to create two or 3-dimensional images of underlying objects. The

path of the movement is not perfectly linear, however, additional

processing can be performed to compensate this. The typical infor-

mation used for the compensation is the positioning information

from GPS [21] . However, in some cases this data might be insuffi-

cient. In such cases, the autofocus criterion can be used. There are

different methods for calculating this criterion [46,47] . The method

that is used in this study, tries to find the flight path compensa-

tion that results in the best possible match between two images

of the contributing subapertures. This requires several flight path

compensations to be tested. The matching is checked with a se-

lected focus criterion. The criterion calculations, including interpo-

lations and correlations, are performed many times. 

The implementations consist of three main actions performing

range interpolation ( ranger ), beam interpolation ( beamer ), and cor-

relation ( correlator ) on 6 × 6 pixel kernels. Pixel information con-

sists of position and color value represented as complex num-

bers. The real and imaginary parts of these numbers are repre-

sented with floating-point numbers. The ranger performs 36 cubic

interpolations on each kernel, whereas the beamer performs 18 in-
erpolations. The cubic interpolations are based on Neville’s algo-

ithm [48] . Each interpolation takes four input pixels and produces

ne pixel value in complex number format. 

The ranger action takes a 6 × 6 kernel from one of the input im-

ges and applies interpolations to the rows. For each interpolation

 pixels are consumed and a single pixel is produced. Hence the

utput of this action is a 6 × 3 matrix, which is forwarded to the

eamer action as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Later, the same ranger action

akes a kernel from the other input image and performs the same

perations. The beamer action applies interpolation to the columns

f the input. The result of the beam interpolation is a 3 × 3 matrix.

inally, the correlator action receives two consecutive 3 × 3 interpo-

ation results (one for each image) from the beamer and calculates

heir correlation. After one iteration of computations, a single value

s produced for each 2 input kernels. The flow of the data through

he actions is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The two kernels, consisting of

6 pixel each, are reduced to a single floating-point number. 

Now we will describe how we have performed the steps of the

esign method for this case study. 

.1.1. Application development 

The single core version is implemented as a single actor with

he main actions ( ranger, beamer, correlator ) and several other

elper actions for memory movement and scheduling. The actions

re scheduled to run in a loop until all the input kernels are pro-

essed. There is no communication involved and the input data is

tored within the actor. Fig. 7 illustrates the structure of the actor. 

The dual core version is implemented as 2 actors, where the

rst actor performs the range interpolation and the second actor

erforms the beam interpolation and correlation as seen in Fig. 8 .

he results of the range interpolation are continuously sent to ac-

or2 through the communication channels where the beam inter-

olation and correlation are applied to the input data. The input

ata is stored in the first actor as seen in the figure. 

In the last version, we instantiated the structure of the dual

ore implementation 6 times and let the actors run in parallel to

ncrease the data parallelism. The number is chosen based on the

nput size, which is 6 kernels per image. The application can be

arallelized further, however, it is not the focus of this study. 

The correlation is a small task and it would be a waste of re-

ources to use a correlation accelerator in each actor that performs

he beam interpolation. A single accelerator is enough to perform

he correlation efficiently for the entire application. However, the

ocket chip generator does not support shared accelerators be-

ween cores. Therefore, we implemented the correlation operation

s a separate actor and forward the results from the beam inter-

olators to this actor. This increases the task parallelism by letting

he cores perform the correlation and the beam interpolation tasks

n parallel. However, it adds a slight communication overhead due

o moving the 3 × 3 image kernels, which are the outputs of the

eamers and the inputs of the correlator , between the cores. In to-

al 6 actors are instantiated to perform the range interpolations, 6

ctors are instantiated to perform the beam interpolations and one
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Fig. 7. The single core implementation of the autofocus criterion calculation. 

Fig. 8. The dual core implementation of the autofocus criterion calculation. 

Fig. 9. The 13 core implementation of the autofocus criterion calculation. 
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ctor is instantiated to perform the correlation and sum all the re-

ults. Fig. 9 shows the structure of this implementation. The input

ata is distributed to the actors, which perform range interpola-

ions. 
.1.2. Analysis and code generation 

In our previous study [10] , we have already compared the re-

ults of single core architectures with and without accelerators.

herefore, in this study we do not generate any accelerators but

nly C code for the single core implementation. We execute the

ntire application on a single rocket core to get a reference point

or performance comparisons. 

The analysis results for the dual core implementation show the

ame results as the single core implementation and identify the

ubic interpolations as the hot-spots of the actors. Therefore, the

ction that performs the interpolations is marked with the prefix

 __acc__ ) and an accelerator is generated for it. The only other part

f the application where floating-point operations are performed

s in the correlator. In order to avoid the floating-point unit (FPU)

nd save hardware resources, we marked the correlation action as

 hot-spot and generated a second, smaller accelerator for the sec-

nd actor to perform the correlation computations. The code gen-

ration results in parallel C code, to be compiled by the RISC-V gcc

ompiler and executed on two cores, and two different accelerators

o be integrated to these cores. The generated C code for the sec-

nd core uses two different custom instructions to communicate

ith the accelerators. 

We apply the same modifications to the correlation action in

he implementation with 13 cores. The analysis and code genera-

ion processes are identical to the dual core implementation. Each

ctor is mapped onto an individual core and necessary communi-

ation mechanism is generated together with the two accelerators.

.1.3. Accelerator integration 

The single core implementation does not have accelerators.

hus, we do not perform the accelerator integration step for this

mplementation. However, for the dual core implementation two

ifferent accelerators are generated. The first core executes the in-

erpolation and therefore requires only the cubic interpolation ac-

elerator, whereas the second core executes both the interpolation

nd the correlation. Hence, it requires both the cubic interpolation

nd the correlation accelerators. The custom instructions are bound

o the corresponding accelerators inside the configurations of the

ocket chip generator. The RoCC interface is extended to instanti-

te both accelerators and establish the proper connections between
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the cores and the accelerators. Both accelerators require more than

two 64 bits inputs. Therefore, the custom instructions are called

more than once to transfer the inputs. The inputs are stored in the

extended interface until the last instruction call that fires the ac-

celerator arrives. We use a bit field in the custom instruction to

distinguish between the calls. The accelerators for dual core and 13

core implementations are the same (cubic interpolation and corre-

lation). Since the accelerators are already integrated to the rocket

chip generator during the dual core implementation, there is no

need to take this step for the 13 core implementation. 

4.1.4. System integration 

The single core implementation does not require any system in-

tegration. However, in order to generate a new architecture with

the rocket chip generator, one needs to add a Chisel class to the

configurations of this tool, where the cores are instantiated and

configured. These configurations include memory sizes, data width

between components and availability of components such as the

FPU. The class for the single core implementation instantiates a

tile consisting of a single core with an FPU, 4 KiB instruction cache

and 256 KiB scratchpad memory. The memory sizes for the single

core and dual core architectures are not based on any heuristics.

They are the default values, which are larger than the minimum

amount of required memory sizes, and do not impact the critical

path. Hence, they are not modified. The required memory sizes are

not generated automatically yet and they need to be determined

by the developer. 

The dual core implementation requires two tiles to be con-

nected with the NoC. With the extensions described in this pa-

per, the rocket chip generator generates the necessary 2D mesh

network structure and connects the cores to the NoC routers. The

network for two tiles is generated as a 1 × 2 matrix. The first core

that computes the range interpolation is instantiated with a single

accelerator. The other core computes both interpolation and cor-

relation. Hence, it is instantiated with two accelerators. All of the

floating-point operations computed in the application are executed

on the accelerators. Therefore, no FPUs are used in the generated

architectures to save resources. The rest of the configurations are

kept identical to the single core implementation. 

Due to the nature of XY routing we need to initiate a 4x4 mesh

network with 16 routers for the 13 core implementation, even if

only 13 of these routers are connected to a core. This architec-

ture is illustrated in Fig. 10 . In the XY routing protocol, the packets
Fig. 10. The architecture generated for the 13 core implementation of the autofocus 

criterion calculation. 
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ravel first on the X axis and then on the Y axis. If the core in the

ast row sends a packet that is addressed to a core on the east then

he packets will go through the routers, which are not connected

o any core. If the routers were not there the packets would be

iscarded. 

The tiles in Fig. 10 consist of a rocket core, 4 KiB instruc-

ion cache, 128 KiB scratchpad memory, an accelerator, and a NoC

nterface. When compared to the other implementations of this

ase study, the memory size is decreased in order to decrease the

ength of the critical path on the FPGA implementation. However,

his does not affect the performance results. The tiles are identi-

al except the one in the last row ( Fig. 10 ). The 12 tiles on the

rst three rows have the interpolation accelerator, whereas the tile

n the fourth row has the correlation accelerator. The range inter-

olation actors in Fig. 9 are mapped onto the first 6 cores when

ounted row-wise. The beam interpolation actors are mapped onto

he second set of 6 cores and the correlation actor is mapped onto

he core in the last row. 

.2. The convolution 

In this case study we compute the first convolution layer of the

oogLeNet [23] . This application consists of 21 convolution layers,

owever, the first layer is the largest one in terms of convolution

filter) sizes and therefore it requires the largest accelerator. It has

 × 7 filters whereas the other layers consist of 1 × 1, 3 × 3, and

 × 5 filters. This first layer represents roughly 5 to 10% of the over-

ll application. This case study is used as a proof of concept to

how that the design method can be used to generate specialized

rchitectures for machine learning domain. 

The convolution size is 7 × 7 and the input image size is

24 × 224 in the RGB color space (padded to 230 × 230). The num-

er of filters is 64 and the stride is 2. The image and the filters are

tored as 3 × 230 × 230 and 64 × 7 × 7 matrices, respectively. With

his configurations, the number of multiply and accumulate (mac)

perations is 118,013,952. 

.2.1. Application development 

The convolution is implemented with three different ap-

roaches. The first approach is as a single actor with two actions

amely applyFilter and accumulate . The applyFilter action performs

he convolution using a 7 × 7 filter and a 7 × 7 area from one of

he color dimensions of the image. The accumulate action stores

he result of the applyFilter action and calculates the indices of the

lter and the image matrices for the next convolution. At each it-

ration, the applyFilter calculates a result for one color dimension

f the image. Thus, at every third iteration, the accumulate action

ccumulates three results of the applyFilter to produce an output

ixel. In this first approach, the input image is stored in the actor. 

In the second approach we use 5 actors to implement the con-

olution. One actor stores the input image and distributes it to

hree other actors. Each of these actors receives an area of 7 × 7

rom only one of the R, G and B images, perform the convolution

nd send the results to a final actor that accumulates the R, G and

 results. The actors that perform the convolution use the applyFil-

er action whereas the last actor uses the accumulate action. 

In the last approach we store the R, G and B images directly

n the actors, which compute the convolution to avoid the distri-

ution of the image and consequently a large amount of on-chip

ommunication. Therefore, we skip the actor that distributes the

mage and use only 4 actors; 3 actors to perform the convolution

nd 1 actor to accumulate the results from the convolution actors. 

.2.2. Analysis and code generation 

The CAL implementations are fed to the TURNUS tool for the

nalysis. Predictably, the action that computes the convolution
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Fig. 11. Usage of the pragmas to enable the code generator to generate pre-defined hardware blocks. The left hand side code is changed into the right hand side code. 

Table 1 

Bottleneck analysis of the actor performing the first convolution layer of the 

GoogLeNet (provided by TURNUS). 

Actor Actions Firings Weights 

conv applyFilter 2,408,448 50.0% 3,246,587,904.00 98.01% 

conv accumulate 2,408,448 50.0% 65,881,665.00 1.99% 
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 applyFilter ) is identified as the compute intensive part of the ap-

lication. The analysis results of the single actor approach are pre-

ented in Table 1 . The weights that are given in the table are

roducts of operation weights, number of executed operations, and

umber of the firings. It is obvious that the applyFilter action is the

ompute intensive part of the actor with 98% of all the weight. 

We added a hardware block, that performs convolution on two

 × 7 input matrices, to our hardware library. In order to instantiate

his hardware block, we add a soft pragma to the application code.

hen the code generator goes through the action that will be con-

erted into hardware, and finds a function call to a function (pro-

edure in CAL ) named conv7 , it instantiates the hardware block

nd arranges the necessary connections. Therefore, we put the mac

perations into the conv7 function and call it within the applyFil-

er action. Fig. 11 shows how the conv7 pragma is added to the

ode. The computation within the action are replaced with a pro-

edure call. The necessary calculations can be moved to the pro-

edure. However, the content of the procedure is ignored during

he code generation and the pre-defined hardware block is gener-

ted. The conv7 procedure requires the filter index (to choose the

ight filter) and the first element of the image matrix as parame-

ers. These parameters are then used as inputs to the accelerator

nd forwarded via custom instruction calls. The 64 filters used for

he convolution are stored in the hardware block. This block re-

uires the filter index to choose the right filter and the 7 × 7 input

mage to start the computations. Finally, the applyFilter action is

onverted into a hardware accelerator that instantiates the hard-

are block and the rest of the application is converted into C with

ustom instruction calls. 

Using a library of manually implemented hardware blocks in-

reases the efficiency of the hardware and enables re-use of the ef-

cient hardware blocks, while decreasing the complexity and time

onsumption of the code generation. The hardware code genera-

ion is generic, which means it can be used to convert any code

nto hardware description. However, loops and usage of different

ata types for the computations are not supported yet. 

While converting the multi-actor implementations, the same

ccelerator is generated for each actor that computes the convolu-

ion. For on-chip communication, the communication mechanism,

hat we integrated to our code generation tools, is used. 
.2.3. Accelerator integration 

The difference between the accelerator integration steps of the

ase studies is the usage of the memory connections. The acceler-

tors of the first case study do not require the memory accesses

ue to receiving the input data through the source registers of the

ustom instructions. However, in this case study, the input data to

he accelerator is an index value for the filters and a 7 × 7 image

hat is relatively large. Therefore, instead of sending the whole im-

ge data, the core sends the address of the image data to the ac-

elerator through the custom instruction. The interface, that is im-

lemented manually by extending the RoCC interface, accesses the

emory for the image data and forwards the memory response to

he accelerator. The accelerator is fired when all the image data is

ent to it. The result from the accelerator is forwarded directly to

he core. 

The accelerators, which are generated for each approach, are

he same. Therefore we perform the accelerator integration once

nd use the same extended RoCC interface for each core that uti-

izes an accelerator. 

.2.4. System integration 

A single tile is generated for the single actor approach. The

ile consists of core, memories and the accelerator. The scratchpad

emory size of this tile is increased to 1 MiB due to the mem-

ry requirements. The core retains an FPU due to having floating-

oint operations outside the accelerated action (in the accumulate

ction). These operations can be moved to a small accelerator to

void FPU and save hardware resources in a future work. 

The 5 actor approach results in a 5 tile (or core) architecture.

he first tile consists of 1 MiB memory as the image is stored in

his tile. It acts as a storage. The other tiles have smaller memories

64 KiB) and only the tile that is generated for the accumulator

ctor has an FPU. Each tile that is generated for the convolution

ctors has an accelerator. 

The last generated architecture consists of 4 tiles. Since the in-

ut image is distributed to the tiles where the convolution is per-

ormed, each of them has a 256KiB memory. These tiles do not

ave FPU. The tile that accumulates the results have an FPU but a

ery small memory (16KiB). 

. Results and discussions 

In prior studies [39,40] , we presented the efficiency of soft-

are code generation (of Cal2Many) by comparing the perfor-

ance results of generated software code to hand-written soft-

are code. The performance difference between the generated and

and-written implementations was 2 to 30% (in the favor of hand-

ritten implementations). Additionally, our productivity analysis
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showed that the development effort was reduced by 25 to 50%

in terms of development time and source line of code. In another

prior study [10] , we compared the generated hardware code to

hand-written hardware code. The generated hardware showed 0 to

12% lower performance while utilizing 0 to 9% more hardware re-

source. 

In this study we present results for generated general purpose

architectures along with generated application specific architec-

tures with different number of cores. Additionally, we compare the

performance of generated architectures to some commercial archi-

tectures. The results that are considered for the evaluation of the

design tools and the generated architectures are the performance

(execution time), timing (max clock rate), and area (hardware re-

source usage). The configuration for the core in the rocket chip

generator is based on the tiny configuration. We executed the case

studies on the cycle accurate emulators for performance results.

The timing and area results are provided by Xilinx synthesis tools.

The generated verilog implementations are synthesized on a Xilinx

VCU108 evaluation kit that features a Virtex Ultrascale XCVU095

FPGA. 

5.1. Case study 1 - autofocus criterion calculation 

We used the parallel implementations that we developed in

this study together with the sequential implementation from a

prior study [10] of the autofocus criterion calculation to evalu-

ate the generation of single core, dual core and manycore archi-

tectures. The rocket core that is used in this study has a smaller

configuration and therefore a smaller size. It achieves higher clock

frequency due to shorter critical path, however, shows lower per-

formance when compared to the prior study due to using fewer

hardware resources for computation and memory management. 

The single core architecture is generated without an accelerator.

Two different dual core architectures are generated for the dual

core implementation. One of the architectures features an FPU,

whereas the other one uses accelerators. The 13 core implemen-

tation is executed on cores without FPU and with accelerators. The

instruction cache size for all cores is 4 KiB, whereas the scratch-

pad memory size is 256 KiB for single and dual core architectures

and 128 KiB for the 13 core architecture. The implementations are

tested with images, each consisting of 6 kernels. A kernel is a 6 × 6

pixel matrix. Half of the kernels overlap with each neighbour ker-

nel both on row and column directions. Hence the input image size

is 12 × 9. 

Table 2 presents the performance results, whereas Table 3

presents the hardware resource usage and timing results for all

versions of the implemented architectures. The transition from a

single core architecture to a dual core architecture shows the ef-

fect of parallelization that increases the performance by a factor

of 1.48 in terms of clock cycles. The resource usage doubles for

memory and DSP units, however, some components of the archi-

tecture are instantiated only once regardless the core count. There-

fore, the usage of LUTs and FFs do not increase exactly by a factor

of 2. The clock frequency decreases due to the size of the architec-

ture. The hardware resources such as block RAMs (BRAM) and DSPs
Table 2 

Performance results of the generated architectures executing different imple- 

mentations of the autofocus criterion calculation on cycle accurate emulators. 

Cycle Freq Time Speed-up Speed-up 

count (MHz) (ms) (cycles) (time) 

Single core + FPU 830k 128 6.47 1 1 

Dual core + FPU 560k 116 4.82 1.48 × 1.34 ×
Dual core + Acc 180k 116 1.55 4.6 × 4.1 ×
13 cores + Acc 31k 96 0.32 26.7 × 20.2 ×

p  

f  

f  

c  

w  

e  

m

 

i  

a  

E  
re distributed on the fabric. When more of these are needed, the

esources from far corners of the fabric might require to be con-

ected. Therefore, the wire delays become longer and contribute

o the critical path. This situation re-occurs when the architecture

ize increase to 13 cores. 

The difference between the dual core architecture results shows

he effect of replacing FPUs with accelerators. This process in-

reases the performance by 3.1 × , while decreasing the LUT and

F usage. The BRAM utilization increases by a small amount while

he DSP count increases significantly, which is an expected result

f having accelerators. 

When the number of cores is increased to 13 and each core is

quipped with an accelerator, the performance (in terms of clock

ycles) increases by a factor of 26.7 in comparison to the single

ore architecture. When compared to the dual core with acceler-

tors, despite the increase of 6.5 × in the core count, the perfor-

ance increases by 5.8 × . There are two main reasons behind not

eaching the theoretical speed-up. The first one is the overhead of

he communication between the beamer and correlator actors. The

econd one is the serialization process within the correlator . This

ctor reads the results of a beamer and performs correlation be-

ore reading the results of the next beamer . Since the chain of the

anger and the beamer actors are identical, their computation times

re equal. Thus, they produce and send the outputs to the correla-

or actor at the same time. This creates a small queue and addi-

ional waiting time that contributes to the execution time. There

an be different trade-off cases with the architecture of this appli-

ation. One could keep the correlation within the beamer actors to

chieve 6.5 × speed-up, however, that would cost additional hard-

are resources for the correlation accelerator. Another approach to

ncrease the performance could be using 6 cores instead of 1 core

or the correlation. However, this would also increase the hardware

esource usage, even more than the previous approach. 

In case of resource usage, the increase is less than 6.5 × . This is

gain due to some of the components being instantiated once, re-

ardless the core count. Additionally, in the architecture with two

ores, one of the cores has two accelerators, whereas in the 13

ore architecture each core has a single accelerator. The number

f interpolation accelerator increases to 12, however, the number

f correlation accelerator does not change in the transition to 13

ores. It is clear that the number of accelerators does not increase

y 6.5 × . 

To summarize, parallelization increases the performance as well

s the hardware resource usage. Specialization increases the per-

ormance as well, however, in certain cases it might decrease the

ardware resource usage as seen in the dual core implementations.

.1.1. Comparison to prior studies 

The same application is implemented and executed on differ-

nt platforms in prior studies conducted by the members of our

roup [21,22] . These platforms are Epiphany E16G3 and Intel i7-

260 as seen in Table 4 . The table presents 3 different prior imple-

entations from [21] and [22] , and 2 different recent implemen-

ations from this study. The Intel results are given as a reference

oint. In terms of throughput, Intel and Epiphany platforms out-

erform our platforms. However, our clock frequency results are

rom FPGA implementations. If implemented as ASICs, the clock

requencies should increase dramatically as the major parts of the

ritical paths are wires. For instance, if our 13 core architecture

ould run at 1GHz, the throughput/second would be 195,312 pix-

ls, which is better than the 13 core Epiphany results by a small

argin. 

Single core of Epiphany outperforms our single core platform

n cycles/pixels. However, when we replace the FPUs with acceler-

tors, our platform shows a slightly better performance than the

piphany architecture. These results are seen in Table 4 , on the
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Table 3 

Hardware resource usage and timing results of the architectures generated for the auto- 

focus criterion calculation on a Virtex Ultrascale XCVU095 FPGA. 

LUT FF BRAM DSP Clock Memory 

(MHz) (KiB) 

Single core + FPU 27,353 9039 65,5 15 128 256/core 

Dual core + FPU 49,779 17,892 131 30 116 256/core 

Dual core + Acc 33,570 16,432 133,5 91 116 256/core 

13 cores + Acc 180,083 91,464 443 475 96 128/core 

Total Available 537,600 1,075,200 1728 768 - 60.8 MiB 

Table 4 

The performance comparison of the implementations of the autofocus criterion calculation on different 

platforms. 

Study Platform Number Throughput Speed-up Clock 

of cores pixels/sec cycles/pixel 

Ul-Abdin et al. [22] Intel i7, 2.67 GHz 1 21,600 1 123,611 

Ul-Abdin et al. [21] Epiphany, 1 GHz 1 17,668 0.8 56,600 

This study Rocket + FPU, 128 MHz 1 926 0.043 138,228 

Ul-Abdin et al. [21] Epiphany, 1 GHz 13 192,857 8.9 5185 

This Study Rocket + Acc, 96 MHz 13 18,750 0.87 5120 

Table 5 

Performance results of the architectures generated for the convolution task. 

Cycle Freq Time Speed-up Speed-up 

count (MHz) (second) cycles seconds 

Single core + FPU 2,121,880,320 113 18.7 1 × 1 ×
Single core + FPU + Acc 520,475,648 113 4.6 4 × 4 ×
5 cores + 3 Acc + 1 FPU 200,660,096 100 2.0 10.5 × 9.35 ×
4 cores + 3 Acc + 1 FPU 145,480,775 111 1.3 14.5 × 14.3 ×
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ows with 13 cores. The parallel implementation of the applica-

ion, which run on the Epiphany is slightly more optimized than

he implementation executed on our 13 core platform. The perfor-

ance of our platform can be increased further by optimizing the

oftware implementations. 

.2. Case study 2 - convolution 

We tested the convolution implementations on four different

rchitectures. The first architecture is a single core with FPU, the

econd architecture is a single core with FPU and accelerator, the

hird architecture has 5 cores, and the fourth architecture has 4

ores with different configurations. The first architecture is used as

 reference point for comparison. All implementations perform 32

it floating point calculations and therefore, do not aim to compete

ith other CNN implementations which use reduced precision. 

Table 5 provide the performance results of these architec-

ures where one can see that the performance of the single

ore architecture, while executing the application, is increased by

 factor of 4, when the accelerator is integrated and utilized.

onvolution of an image area of 7 × 7 (49 mac operations) takes

pproximately 800 cycles for the core (ignoring any memory over-

ead). The same operation takes 98 cycles for the accelerator in-

luding the 75 cycles taken for 49 memory accesses for the input

mage. In terms of computation, the accelerator is 8 times faster

han the core. However, the application does not consist of only

omputations. The control operations such as scheduling and func-

ion calls (action in CAL ) together with the accumulate function

ontribute to the execution time. Additionally, the core needs to

erform address calculation to be able to send the address of the

ub-image to the accelerator. The address calculation costs 4 loads,

 multiplications and 3 additions and takes 23 cycles for the three

imensional input image. This contributes around 55M cycles to

he execution time out of a total of 520M as seen in Table 5 . In
he future, with changes in the code generation tool, the address

alculation can be moved to the accelerator and be executed faster.

The weight, that is generated through the analysis as an ab-

traction of the execution time, is 98% for the applyFilter action ac-

ording to TURNUS. (This should not be confused with the weights

sed in convolutional neural networks (CNNs).) The analysis does

ot take the scheduler into account. However, when the CAL code

s converted into C, the actions become functions and the sched-

ler becomes a state machine with if statements and calls to these

unctions. The scheduler adds an overhead to the execution time.

inally, with all the overheads, the applyFilter action takes around

6% of the execution time in the C implementation. Despite run-

ing the action 8 times faster with an accelerator, the overall speed

p for the whole application becomes 4 × . 

In the 5-core architecture, three of the cores are utilized for

he actual convolution computation. The impact of the accumulator

ore is not significant in this case. Therefore, the actual computa-

ion power is tripled and thus, the expectation is a 12 × perfor-

ance improvement when compared to the reference architecture.

owever, the distribution of the input image adds a communica-

ion overhead that reduces the performance. Therefore the speed-

p stays slightly below 12 × (in terms of clock cycle). 

The 4-core implementation is developed mainly to remove the

ommunication overhead. Additionally, by removing the core that

cts as a storage, we save hardware resources and the clock rate

ecomes higher. The computation power is the same as the 5-core

mplementation, however, the speed-up is higher than 12 × . This

s mainly due to performing fewer operations for the address cal-

ulation while sending the sub-image address to the accelerator.

dditionally, the schedulers are smaller due to dividing the convo-

ution and the accumulation functions onto different cores. 

In the 4-core implementation, the input image is divided into R,

 and B images and stored on separate cores as two dimensional

rrays. Calculating an address within these arrays require two
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Table 6 

Hardware resource usage and timing results of the architectures generated for the convolution 

application on a Virtex Ultrascale XCVU095 FPGA. 

LUT FF BRAM DSP Freq Memory 

(MHz) (Total) 

Single core + FPU 28,241 9042 257.5 15 113 1 MiB 

Single core + FPU + Acc 44,218 18,970 257.5 113 113 1 MiB 

5 cores 117,195 59,143 327.5 317 100 1.256 MiB 

4 cores 106,301 54,767 202 317 111 784 KiB 
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multiplications and two additions. This is two multiplications and

one addition fewer than the single core implementation. 

The clock frequency differs between the single core architec-

tures generated for different case studies. The architecture that is

generated for the first case study runs at 128 MHz, whereas the

architecture for the second study runs at 113 MHz. The reason of

this difference is the utilization of the block RAMs (BRAMs). The

first architecture has 256 KiB scratchpad memory and require 66

BRAMs, while the second architecture require 258 BRAMs due to

having 1 MiB scratchpad memory. Since the BRAMs are distributed

on the FPGA fabric, utilizing more of them require longer connec-

tions. This results in longer critical path and consequently lower

clock frequencies. The details of the resource usage results are

given in Table 6 . The accelerator is larger than the previous ac-

celerators. It features 4 9 (32-bit) floating-point multipliers, 4 8 (32-

bit) floating-point adders, and 64 filters. Each filter consists of 7 × 7

32-bit floating point numbers. The DSPs are used by the multipli-

ers. The convolution hardware block that is instantiated within the

generated accelerator is developed and added to our hardware li-

brary within a few days. With the design tools, it can be instanti-

ated instantly. 

The distributor core in the 5-core architecture has 1 MiB

scratchpad memory and no FPU. The three computation cores have

64 KiB memory and an accelerator each. The accumulator core has

64 KiB memory and an FPU. The memory of the cores can be de-

creased to reduce the BRAM utilization. However, the storage/dis-

tributor core has to have around 634,800 bytes just for the input

image. The LUT and FF usage of the 5-core architecture is respec-

tively 4 and 6 times higher than the usage of the reference archi-

tecture. The number of the block RAMs is increased by 70 whereas

the DSP usage is increased by factor of 21. These increases are ir-

regular due to the heterogeneous nature of the 5 core architecture.

The 4-core architecture has a similar behaviour in terms of hard-

ware resource usage. In order to optimize this usage and increase

the clock rate, we removed the distributor core. We used 256 KiB

of memory in each computation core, which sums up to 768 KiB

in total (for storing the entire image together with the other data

and the code). Additionally, we reduced the memory size of the

accumulator core as well. Therefore, the BRAM utilization is de-

creased from 327.5 to 202. The decrease in the resource usage al-

lows a higher clock rate. 

The CNN applications usually use lower precision to represent

the numbers. In the future, the implementations and the hardware

block for the convolution can be optimized further to use fewer

bits to represent the numbers. This will lead to smaller accelera-

tors, less memory usage, higher clock rate and higher performance.

6. Conclusions 

The performance requirements of today’s applications pushes

the computer architectures towards parallelism and specialization.

However, designing or exploring the design space of specialized ar-

chitectures with multiple cores is a substantial challenge. In this

paper we address this challenge and propose a design method

that can generate application specific or domain specific manycore

architectures with software tools that automate the steps of the
ethod. The tools used in the method allows generation of appli-

ation specific accelerators directly from the application code writ-

en in a dataflow language as well as the manycore architectures

ith different configurations including number of cores, memory

ypes & sizes, and availability of certain components (FPU, acceler-

tor, etc.). 

The proposed design method facilitates the development of

pecialized (heterogeneous) manycore architectures with different

onfigurations. This allows the developers to test their applications

n different architectures or generate a specific architecture for the

pplication in hand. The results show that the specialized archi-

ectures demonstrate a better performance than general purpose

rchitectures. They might even reduce the area usage of the archi-

ecture in certain cases by removing large, general purpose compo-

ents such as FPU. Otherwise, the area of the architectures increase

hen they are equipped with application specific accelerators. The

lock frequency of FPGA implementations currently decrease when

he number of cores increase due to the placement of the mem-

ry resources. However, with an ASIC implementation where the

ardware resources can be placed arbitrarily, the clock frequency

hould not decrease when the architectures scale-up due to having

ncapsulated tiles. 

We believe that, computer architectures will continue to move

owards parallelism and heterogeneity. Therefore, a fully auto-

ated, open design method with a large library of hardware blocks

erforming different com putations will be an essential tool for ex-

loring the design space for new architectures. 

. Future works 

The future work on automation of the design method is already

iven in a previous section. In this section we share our ideas

hich can be performed in the future. 

We have not used the actor composition and decomposition of

he Cal2Many tool. This can be used in case of having constraints

n the number of cores or memory sizes. Therefore, an application

ogether with some constraints can be used as a case study. Even

 tool can be integrated to the framework to automatically choose

he configurations based on the constraints. 

We have integrated a 2 dimensional mesh NoC to the rocket

hip generator. Different configurations for the current NoC such

s data bus sizes, number of physical meshes, buffer sizes can be

xplored. New NoC implementations with different topologies can

e integrated to the rocket chip generator. This tool can be ex-

ended further with new cores to have more design options. A

ew interface can be added or the RoCC interface can be extended

o directly connect the accelerators to the NoC. A new front-end

an be developed to generate Chisel code from different languages.

he hardware generation back-end does not support loops yet. This

upport can be added. The generated architectures are evaluated

n FPGA platforms, however, these architectures can be imple-

ented as ASICs with a further study. In short, the tools/compo-

ents, which are used in the realization of the design method, can

e extended or replaced to support more configurations and fur-

her design space exploration. 
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